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The Pandemic: A Where Were You When Situation
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Our Focus Today

◎ Reflecting on what we’ve learned during the 
pandemic

◎ Examining quality online and blended 
learning practices 

◎ Exploring where we all might be on our 
quality journeys

◎ Determining a plan to advance quality efforts
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Collaborative Google Doc

How are we going to get there?

Sharing
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Breakout Rooms



Introductions
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Nicole Weber
AVP, Learning
OLC

Dylan Barth 
Senior T&LC
UW-Milwaukee

Tina Rettler-Pagel
Faculty, COLO
Madison College

Beth Harrold
QSS Coordinator
OLC



What have we learned?



Collaborative Document Work

https://bit.ly/3yZ213V

◎ Connect with Session Facilitators 
◎ Dig Deeper into Links & Resources
◎ Reflection Activities

○ Take 5 minutes to introduce yourself & do the 
initial reflection!
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Let’s Debrief!

◎ Who is here with us 
today?

◎ What are the good and 
not-so-good things we’ve 
seen during the 
pandemic?
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Initial Reflections from Beth

The Good
◎ Institutions embracing online learning as a part of their strategic 

plan were able to pivot more quickly to fully online.
◎ Instructors learned new methods to engage and interact with 

students in an online classroom.

The Not-So-Good
◎ The pandemic forced many instructors to endure a crash course 

in remote learning. Online learning can be as good or better 
than in-person when individuals choose this modality. 
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Initial Reflections from Dylan

Good/Not-So-Good Thing #1
"The impediment to action advances action. What 
stands in the way becomes the way."—Marcus Aurelius

Good/Not-So-Good Thing #2
"Provide for the worst; the best can take care of 
itself."—Yiddish proverb
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Initial Reflections from Tina

The Good
◎ Movement towards digital equity
◎ Increased online student services and awareness of mental 

health needs and support
◎ New online academic opportunities
The Not-So-Good
◎ Returning to “normal”
◎ Continuing to use elements (or full versions) of rushed, 

remote course pivots 
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What does quality 
look like?



Collaborative Document Work

https://bit.ly/3yZ213V

◎ Let’s take 5 minutes to reflect on what quality online 
courses look like and why quality is important!  
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Let’s Debrief!

◎ What do quality learning 
experiences look like?

◎ Why is quality important?
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Remote vs. Online

“In contrast to experiences that are 
planned from the beginning and 
designed to be online, emergency 
remote teaching (ERT) is a 
temporary shift of instructional 
delivery to an alternate delivery 
mode due to crisis circumstances.”
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Our Toolbox for Today: 
OLC’s Quality Scorecard Suite
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OSCQR Course Design Scorecard

◎ Course-level quality rubric
◎ Partnership with SUNY Online
◎ Contains 50 instructional design and accessibility 

standards to identify areas for improvement
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About OSCQR

Major Areas

◎ Course Overview & 
Information

◎ Course Technology & Tools
◎ Design & Layout
◎ Content & Activities 
◎ Interaction
◎ Assessment & Feedback
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Great For
◎ Instructors to do self-checks
◎ Instructional Designers & 

Faculty Developers to 
design courses, support 
consultations, and frame 
instructional development

◎ Leaders to build 
programmatic, college, or 
institutional minimum 
requirements



Course Overview and Information
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Course Technology & Tools
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Design and Layout
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Content and Activities
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Interaction
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Assessment and Feedback
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Administration of Online Programs Scorecard 

◎ This scorecard is a tool to conduct programmatic or 
institutional reviews of an institution’s online 
programs.

◎ Consists of 70 quality standards to examine online 
programs and highlight areas for continuous 
improvement.
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About the Administration of Online Programs Scorecard

Major Areas
◎ Institutional Support
◎ Technology Support
◎ Course Development & 

Instructional Design
◎ Teaching & Learning
◎ Faculty Support
◎ Student Support
◎ Evaluation and Assessment
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Great For
◎ Leaders across the 

institution to see if the right 
supports are in place for 
quality online learning 



Our Work Today
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A Quick Panel With Our Experts!
Have questions for Tina & Dylan? Put them in chat! 
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● Where are you at in your 
quality journey?

● What have been your big 
wins? 

● What challenges have you 
encountered?
 

● What are your next steps?

● Questions from our 
participants! 

Dylan Barth 
Senior TLTC
UW-Milwaukee

Tina Rettler-Pagel
Faculty, COLO
Madison College



Where are you in 
your quality 
journey?



It’s Time for Breakouts!

◎ Staying in the Main Room (Instructional Designers & 
Faculty Developers)

◎ Breakout Room 1 (Instructors)

◎ Breakout Room 2 (Leaders) 
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What are We Doing in Breakouts?

◎ Breakout Activity 1:  Reflecting on Where You Are

◎ Breakout Activity 2: Advancing Quality 

◎ Breakout Activity 3:  Challenges & Strategies 
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Let’s Debrief!

◎ What major themes 
emerged during the 
breakouts?

◎ Where are people and 
institutions at in their 
journeys? How do they 
want to move forward? 
What challenges do they 
anticipate?
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10-Minute Break!



Wrapping 
Things Up!



Why is Quality Important? 

◎ Enhances the student experience, putting them at the 
center of learning
 

◎ Supports retention, success, and learning

◎ Assists with accreditation efforts
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Quality Throughout the Institution

◎ Courses 

◎ Programs 

◎ Institutional Strategy
○ Administrative Support
○ Technology Infrastructure 
○ Faculty & Student Support
○ Evaluation & Continuous 

Improvement
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Used in Different Roles...

Instructional 
Designers & 

Faculty 
Developers

Instructors Leaders
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For Different Purposes

Scorecards 
for 

Self-Check

Guiding 
Online 
Quality 

Initiatives 
& Support

OLC
Quality 
Review 
Process
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Flexible and Adaptable! 



Course Design Scorecard Review

Phase One - 
◎ Consists of the initial Quality Scorecard review using 

the OSCQR Course Design Review by one expert to 
review all 50 standards. 

Phase Two - 
◎ This phase is for any institutions seeking an OLC 

Course Design Review Endorsement. 
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The Administration of Online Programs Official Review
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Quality 
Scorecard 

Official 
Review

Internal 
Review

Navigator 
Review



Program or Institutional Internal Review

◎ This review process is ideal for individuals that want 
the flexibility to complete the scorecard on your 
timeline. 

◎ Review process allows you to establish your 
milestones to hold individuals accountable to adding 
to their area of expertise.
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OLC Navigator Review

◎ This review process was designed to help guide 
institutions through the quality scorecard review 
process. 

◎ Time is often the biggest challenge institutions face.
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Final remarks on these scorecards
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Collaborative Document Work

https://bit.ly/3yZ213V

◎ Let’s take 5 minutes to reflect on how you initially 
describe quality and its importance. In the “Reflecting 
on Quality Online Learning, Part 2” table, share if and 
how your thinking might have changed during this 
workshop experience. 
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Collaborative Document Work

https://bit.ly/3yZ213V

◎ Let’s take a few final moments to reflect on one final 
actionable item that you would like to take that 
focuses on moving quality forward at your institution. 
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Key Takeaways 

◎ We can leverage what we have learned to grow 

◎ Quality online learning and emergency remote 
teaching are different

◎ We can utilize tools, like the OLC QSS, to support our 
work across the institution

◎ It’s all about planning for continuous improvement 
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Questions?
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